
               Webster Marching Band                 
Uniform Information and Instructions for members and parents 

Much of the following information comes directly from the manufacturer of the uniform. It is very important that each 
member has a complete understanding of how to care for their uniform and takes responsibility for proper care.       Take 
the time to hang up your uniform properly. Jackets and bib pants are washable (made of washable polyester-gabardine).  

Dry cleaning is not recommended (per the manufacturer). 

Washing Instructions:  

Pant legs and jacket sleeves should remain snapped during washing.  
Avoid washing bib pants and jackets together.  
Never wash in hot water!   Machine wash on the gentle/permanent press cycle.  
Use only non-chlorine household laundry detergent!  
If a stain does occur, sponge with water or treat with appropriate product before it has time to set and before laundering. 
“Spray and Wash” or similar non-chlorine stain remover may be used.  
Do not use liquid fabric softener on band uniforms! 
 

Drying Instructions:  
Dry garment(s) in dryer on cool/permanent press setting.  
Never use a hot dryer setting!  
When dried on a cool or permanent press setting, uniforms will require very little touch up. Remove garments from dryer 
and place on hanger immediately.  

Do not store damp garment(s) in the garment bag. 
 Pants Pressing: Leg creases and hems may be pressed when necessary. Never press over any of the snaps on pant legs. A 
cool/appropriate permanent press setting is necessary in order to not ruin any fabric, and a damp press cloth should be 
used. Press creases on front and back of pant and bottom hem.  
 

Fitting/Alterations:  
Jacket sleeves and pant legs come with snap tapes for the purpose of setting to the proper length.  
Please leave pants and sleeves snapped when hanging, so fitting does not have to be done each time.  
 

Care/Precaution:  

All make up needs to be kept away from the jacket collar. Collars are close to face and makeup will surely stain the jacket. 
No perfume, deodorant, or hair spray should be sprayed on or next to garments.Do not stand against a brick wall or other 
areas that will cause the fabric to snag.  

Undergarments: 

A close fitting black t-shirt, and close fitting black shorts are to be worn under uniform at all times.  
NO CAMIS OR TANK TOPS 
The bib pants are designed to be form fitting, therefore it is suggested that members not wear bulky shorts as they may 
cause unsightly bulges and wrinkles. 
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